Let us consider a system in a static magnetic field which consists of N electrons and M infinitely heavy nuclei. Then the Schrcdinger operator in the nonrelativistic quantum mechanics becomes, Making use of Zislin's method, we get the same result for a many-particle system which composes a positive ion, a neutral atom or a neutral molecule in a static magnetic field. At the same time, it will be seen how the decreasing orders at infinity of the attractive potentials and the vector potentials influence the number of the discrete eigenvalues. Our result is a kind of extension of the well-known fact that the operator in L 2 (R 3 )
( given, so we have 3) We write /(^W^ = (/ f^) L«(B««) and 4) As for ----Jorgens has assumed that ^L>---=0 in distribution sense in
place of the conditions (C-2) and (2) (3) (4) (5) PROOF. We put 7 = 3-3£(0<£<l), choose M lagre enough to satisfy sM^<l-S and M^-i-, and then put 0 = eM~*. 6) In the case 7 = !, Zislin [2] has shown this result. is smaller than 2 and 7 can be chosen as close to -^-as we LJ require. Now we divide the proof of Theorem 1. in several steps.
l-s£ step. We shall show that the lower limit of the spectrum is a discrete eigenvalue in the case 7V=1. For this purpose we have only to show (Hep, <p)<0 for some function cpeSl^R 3 ), since the essential spectrum of H is Q), oo).
Now there exists some function with the properties; Consequently we have (Htyte, tyi*) < p for some l z (A23 -rd step. In the case JV^2, taking account of Lemma 2 and the 1-st step of this proof, we have / C6<0. 4-th step. We shall show that there exist a countably infinite number of discrete eigenvalues. Let N^2. On account of the first and second steps, there exists some function cp Q satisfying (4.5). We put tyi = (po(r ia ')g l (r i3 ') as before. Now we assume that there exist 5 discrete eigenvalues of H. Let the discrete eigenvalues be {X p } p=1 ,.. , s , and the eigenfunctions {^iJjp-i,•-,«» where they form an orthonormal system. Putting Since fc/rO<0 for \r t^R , and ^(r, 0 )=0 for according to (2.5) there exists for any ?;'>0 some such that for any /(
On the discrete eigenvalues of the many-particle system 127 holds. Now let us choose, at first, rf>Q in such a way that
and in the next ?7>0 small enough to satisfy
•7(2 rffcO' *-2*10*) and which proves our assertion.
In the case N=I, we have only to make use of g l and follow the above method.
PROOF OF THEOREM 2. In the above reasoning, we have only to take as g"i such a function that its support is contained in the cone.
Before proving Theorem 3, we shall show the following lemma. which shows that the assertion of the 1-st step in the proof of Theorem 1 is also true in this case. Secondly by virtue of Lemma 5 and (4. 8), we have the following estimate in place of (4. 6). 
